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Landlords, Tenants, and the Law 

Paris, 1850-1920 

SUSANNA MAGRI 

French historians have paid little attention to relations between 
landlords and tenants and how they were regulated by the state 
during the nineteenth century and in the first half of the twenti-
eth century. The subject is touched on, admittedly, in many works 
which deal mainly with Paris. Various socio-economic studies have 
looked at the evolution of housing conditions and rents, the latter 
being considered in terms of capitalist profit, income, or expen-
diture. 1 Social history has regarded landlords as an element of the 
bourgeoisie and tenants as workers. This category of tenant has 
benefited at the expense of the rest from what is a very full history 
of the working class, the revival of which has led to investigation 
of forms of private life as well as of sociability and collective 
action.2 And studies dealing with government policy in the area 
of working-class housing have examined demands and conflicts, 
seeking to define the involvement of tenants in the origin and 
development of such policy.3 However, no work has taken land-
lord-tenant relations as its specific subject, let alone the use that 
landlords and tenants made of the law, although there is a large 

A modified version of this essay has been published as 'Les Proprietaires, les locataires, la 
loi:Jalons pour une analyse sociologique des rapports de location, Paris 1850-1920', Revu.e 
FTanfaise de sociologie, 37 (1996), 397-418. 

1 Michel Lescure, us Banques, l'Etat, le marcM immobilier en France a l'epoq!II! contemporaine, 
1820-1940 (Paris, 1982); Christian Topalov, Le Logement en France: Histoire d'une marchandise 
impossible (Paris, 1987); Adeline Daurnard, Maisons de Paris et proprietaires parisiens, 1809-
1880 (Paris, 1965); Franc;oise Marnata, us Loyers des bourgeois de Paris, 1860-1958 (Paris, 
1961). 

2 Adeline Daurnard, us Bourgeois de Paris au XIX siecle (Paris, 1970). On the subject of 
working-class history, see two pioneering works: Michelle Perrot, us Ouvriers en greve, France 
(1871-1890) (Paris, 1974), and Yves Lequin, us Ouvriers de I.a region /yonnaise (1848-1914) (Lyon, 
1977). 

3 Roger-H. Guerrand, Les Origines du logement social en France (Paris, 1967); Jean-Paul 
Flamand, Loger le peuple: Essai sur l'histoire du logement social (Paris, 1989). 
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body of contemporary literature on an exchange relation that 
was regarded as 'problematic' even before it became the target of 
a highly controversial policy of rent control. 

To tackle such a subject involves using judicial records-a dif-
ficult undertaking made even more difficult by the fact that, even 
when the information is there, it is not always easily accessible. 
For example, details of disputes between landlords and tenants 
brought before the Parisian courts are available only where those 
disputes were dealt with as ordinary controversies, in which case 
the documents are widely scattered among the body of judgments 
preserved. Conversely, documents relating to special interventions 
by the judicial authorities following the Franco-Prussian War and 
during and after the First World War occupy a separate place in 
the archives but fail to provide adequate information: the records 
give the judge's ruling but neither his arguments nor those put 
forward by the opposing parties, though these are essential if the 
respective positions of those parties and what was at issue in the 
dispute are to be reconstructed. Consequently, researchers have 
fallen back on other sources, notably police records, which made 
it possible to study the tenant movements that emerged during 
'critical' periods such as cost-of-living crises, wars, and the after-
math of wars.4 

This essay draws on these works and on the findings of social 
history mentioned earlier. It sets out to show that the social rela-
tion that places landlords over against tenants varies with the 
positions that the two parties occupy in social space; and that 
because of this it also varies in time, changing according to the 
economic circumstances that influence those positions, threaten-
ing them or transforming them. What is at issue in this exchange 
relation is bound up with the social positions of landlords and 
tenants. Thus on the one hand, as a source of income, the object 
of the lease plays a part in determining the standard of living and 
the social future of the lessor, but that influence varies with the 
composition and size of the lessor's total resources-here the large 
landlord is distinguished from the small, the person whose prop-

4 Susanna Magri, 'Le Mouvement des locataires a Paris et clans sa banlieue, 191g-1925', 
Le Mouvement social, 137 (Oct.-Dec. 1986), 55-76;Jean-Louis Robert, 'Ouvriers et mouve-
ment ouvrier parisiens pendant la Grande Guerre et l'immediat apres guerre', doctoral 
thesis (University of Paris I, 1989). 
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erty constitutes only part of his wealth from the rentier or person 
who lives from his property, and all of them from the wage-earner 
who sublets his dwelling. On the other hand, the lease object 
represents an expense and a use value locating the lessee in com-
mercial (shop), domestic (dwelling), or urban (the city) spaces that 
are organized into social hierarchies. In controlling access to the 
resources of the city in terms of jobs, clienteles, consumer goods 
of all kinds, and social relations, this situation plays a key role 
so far as the user is concerned in preserving acquired social posi-
tion and in the way this develops. However, it is itself dependent 
on the means users have at their disposal for living, and in a 
broader sense on the resources they owe to their social position. 
Landlords and tenants thus bring to their relationship interests 
that are different but not necessarily opposed. If the social future 
of both is at stake, it is so unequally, their presence in a given 
segment of the property market being constrained to an extent 
that varies with the nature and size of the resources commanded 
by each. Antagonism would therefore enter into the relationship 
only in so far as the pretensions of one side threatened or chal-
lenged the positions and plans of the other. It would reach a 
climax in periods of crisis, possibly threatening to shatter social 
harmonies. Such a situation would make government intervention 
inevitable. 

This essay is limited to Paris, on which by far the most work 
has been done. It will first take stock of the terms and condi-
tions of the tenancy relation fixed by law in the nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries, before the implementation, from 1918 
onwards, of special legislation governing those terms and condi-
tions. In the process, the characteristics of the populations con-
cerned, landlords on the one hand and tenants on the other, will 
be outlined in order to highlight their internal heterogeneity. Once 
it has been established, on the basis of this analysis, what was at 
stake in a conflict of interests at normal times and what its origins 
were, two periods when exceptional economic circumstances 
meant that the conflict was publicly expressed, the cost-of-living 
crisis of 1910-II and the First World War, will be examined. These 
situations brought together the conditions under which special leg-
islation governing tenancy emerged in place of the general rules 
which had applied hitherto. 
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Landlords and tenants in nineteenth-century Paris 

The regulations governing the renting of dwellings and shops in 
nineteenth-century Paris were fixed by the Code Napoleon and by 
custom as enshrined in jurisdiction. These regulations themselves 
revealed the diversity of an exchange relation that, depending on 
the use of premises--domestic, commercial, or industrial-and 
the amount of rent, placed two populations, tenants and land-
lords, each of which presented deep internal social differences, in 
opposition with each other. 

One of the forms of renting property was the lease (bai~, which 
in normal contemporary usage described a written contract with 
a set lifetime.5 A document drawn up in the presence of a notary 
or private witnesses, the lease usually related to premises which 
commanded a high rent: in excess of 1,500 francs per annum 
under the Second Empire (1852-70), and 2,000 francs in the early 
years of the twentieth century. Commercial rents were generally 
twice as high as domestic ones. 6 Consequently, leases governed the 
renting of large apartments as well as businesses of a certain size. 
This brought together people from the same bourgeois milieu, 
often both landlords, for in Paris it was not unusual for property 
owners, exploiting their estates as a whole, to be themselves living 
in rented accommodation. 7 

However, the bourgeois in his apartment and the wealthy 
tradesman in his shop did not have the same obligations in rela-
tion to the landlord. The first had only to provide the landlord 
with security in the shape of personal property to a value at least 
equivalent to the annual rent, while the second was obliged by 
custom to put down a cash deposit equal to six months' rent. This 
advantage on the part of the lessors of commercial premises 
offended the business logic favoured by the lessees, who were 
unhappy to see their cash deposit producing interest only for the 

5 Louis Delanoue, Guide-manuel des propriitaires et locataires de hatiments (Paris, n.d. [ mid-
19th century]), 12. 

6 In the new buildings in Haussmann's rue de Rivali, apartments could be rented for 
5,000-6,000 francs, shops for 10,000-15,000 francs; see Jeanne Gaillard, Paris, la ville, 
1852-1870 (Paris, 1977), go. Alexandre Weill, Paris inhabitable: Ge que tout le monde pense des 
l(!Yers de Paris et que personne ne dit (Paris, 1860), 41, quotes rents for commercial leases of 
20,ooo-80,000 francs per annum. 

7 In 1897, 39% were in this position, according to a recent study by Marc H. Choko, 
'Investment or Family Home? Housing Ownership in Paris at the Turn of the Twentieth 
Century', Journal ef Urban History, 23 (1997), 531-68. 
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landlord. And the same logic prompted tradesmen and artisans to 
rebel against a second prerogative of the landlord: safeguarded by 
law against his tenant going bankrupt, the landlord was in fact the 
first creditor to be reimbursed, having the right to seize the bank-
rupt's goods to a value equal to the total amount of rent due 
throughout the lifetime of the lease.8 

In other words, within the bourgeois world, the real-estate 
exchange relation could involve a certain conflict of interests. 
Riddled with exceptions to the rules normally governing com-
mercial relations, it revealed the landlord as 'sovereign': 

our manners respectfully salute the landlord as a sovereign who gives up 
his property and takes it back; today allows you to enjoy it to his advan-
tage, and tomorrow replaces you, in the absence of a bilateral provision; 
decrees, orders, settles, rules, holds, retains, and stops only before com-
pulsory purchase for reasons of public utility.9 

That 'bilateral provision', a mutual obligation between two 
parties, bound the landlord to his tenant throughout the term of 
the lease. It certainly did not prevent the landlord, on expiry of 
the lease, from asking for a higher rent and if necessary obtain-
ing it on penalty of notice to quit. This was the case especially at 
periods when real estate enjoyed high value, as at the time of 
Haussmann's major renovation of Paris. Rents soared in the 
'better districts', and where sites were at all desirable-shops on 
the right bank, for example-tenants conformed to the preten-
sions of lessors, though not without some protest. Tradesmen's 
spokesmen, for example, called upon the government to put an 
end to the 'privileges' of this very 'particular' type of business-
man, to appoint special tribunals of 'wise men' (prud'hommes) to 
regulate their conduct, and to take steps to ensure that supply 
matched demand by abolishing tax relief on unlet buildings, 
and by investing in the railways in such a way as to expand the 
property market. 10 

Meanwhile, business flourished under the Second Empire, and 
paying high rents was not an insurmountable problem. As Jeanne 
Gaillard stresses: 'Trade and industry appear sufficiently prosper-
ous to bear the increases, leases are periodically reviewed with no 

8 Delanoue, Guide-manuel, 24-5. 
9 Auguste Luchet, Les MtBUrs mgourd'hui (Paris, 1854), 144-5. 
'° Weill, Paris inhabitable, 44-7. 
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obvious recriminations on the part of tenants.' 11 Even after 1871, 
in fact, the wealthy bourgeoisie experienced no major obstacles in 
fulfilling its requirements for housing or business premises. Hauss-
mann's redesigned capital enlarged and improved the body of real 
estate available, increasing the scope of choice. Where central 
quarters had been little affected by the town-planning work, as 
was the case on the left bank of the Seine, they could now be 
abandoned for the new districts-to the west for the bourgeoisie 
of the right bank, to the south for those of the left bank. Rents 
there were certainly high, and made higher by this exodus, but 
the benefits of residing there were greater, as it became possible 
to avoid rubbing shoulders with the working classes. 12 The con-
struction of handsome apartment buildings went on more or less 
continuously after 1871 until the overproduction crisis of the early 
1900s. The Parisian bourgeoisie found their rents increasing less 
rapidly than did the working classes, with increases slowing down 
markedly after the turn of the century. 13 

Wealthy tenants did not, as a rule, deal directly with their land-
lords. From the Second Empire onwards, a new type of landlord 
became established in Paris, alongside the small investor who put 
his savings into real estate. Businessmen, occasionally members of 
the nobility, and construction or insurance companies generally 
held a considerable amount of property-the record in 1897 being 
forty-two apartment buildings owned by the Pereire banking 
family. Whether private individuals or corporate owners, they 
placed their property in the hands of a managing agent. 14 The 
renting of property was thus treated as a business, and the pos-
sibility of friction was further reduced by the fact that the agree-
ment was enshrined in a written contract. Occasions for litigation 
were limited: apart from the rent, they included the quality of the 
premises (repairs incumbent on the landlord, work carried out by 
the tenant) and services (notably heating), as revealed by sampling 
the records of the justice of the peace of the sixteenth arrondisse-
ment.15 The situation was quite different with regard to the less lux-
urious accommodation of the middle classes and in working-
class tenements. 

11 Gaillard, Paris, /,a ville, 128. 12 Ibid. 43-6, 90-1. 
13 Topalov, Le Logemmt en France, 128--34. 
14 Gaillard, Paris, /,a uille, 121-'7; Choko, 'Investment or Family Home?' 
15 Archives de Paris, D 16 III. 
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In most Parisian housing, it was not a lease (bail) that linked land-
lord and tenant but a simple written or verbal rent agreement. This 
was of indeterminate duration, subject to local custom, and com-
monly known as a location. The dates when the rent was due, the 
periods of notice, and the forms of appeal open to the parties varied 
in such agreements according to the category of rent involved. 

Thus although the rent was in all cases payable quarterly in 
equal instalments, where the annual rent was under 400 francs it 
was not payable on the same day as under agreements where the 
annual rent was more than 400 francs. In the former case, the 
tenant was granted a 'period of grace' of one week, the 'term' 
being due on the 8th; in the latter, it was due on the 15th. It was 
the same with periods of notice, these being six weeks and three 
months respectively for dwellings and six months for bus-
iness premises and shops, whatever the rent. In the event of non-
fulfilment of the agreement, tenants and landlords applied to 
different courts, depending on the amount of rent involved. Thus 
default of payment by the tenant could have different conse-
quences. If the two parties had come to a prior arrangement, the 
judge in emergency session usually granted a further period of 
grace and no procedural difference depending on the amount of 
rent was made. Otherwise, the landlord resorted directly to seizure 
of his tenant's furniture and chattels. To make it enforceable, the 
seizure had to be validated: the competent judicial authority was 
the justice of the peace where the rent did not exceed 600 francs, 
and the tribunal of first instance (tribunal de premiere instance) where 
it was above that figure. When the landlord wanted to get rid of 
a recalcitrant tenant, he was guaranteed a swift procedure in the 
case of 'minor' locations, with justices of the peace holding special 
sessions on dates of payment-the 8th where the rent did not 
exceed 400 francs, the 15th where it lay between 400 and 600 
francs. The tenant was summoned as a matter of urgency, and 
judgment was handed down and enforced on the same day. Where 
higher rents were concerned, however, the landlord had to appeal 
to the judge in emergency session, who ordered the tenant to be 
summoned by the bailiff, and then decided on eviction. 16 

The inequality of condition expressed in the amount of rent 
was also reflected in prodecures for regulating tenancies. To rent 

16 Delanoue, Guide-manuel, 11-25, and Petit memento du propriitaire a Paris (Paris, 1909), 3, 8. 
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accommodation for 400 francs or less meant, in the Paris of the 
second half of the nineteenth century, being exempt from tax, 
which in the eyes of contemporaries was tantamount to being 
included among the poor. To pay between 400 and 600 francs 
meant escaping from that situation, certainly, but only just, par-
ticularly when at the end of the century the threshold for tax 
exemption was raised to 500 francs. 17 Membership of the world 
of poverty was thus signified not only by the bareness or medioc-
rity of one's accommodation but also by being obliged to settle 
one's 'term' earlier than wealthy tenants, to pass through the 
streets with a handcart loaded with furniture on a different day 
from that which saw the discreet removals of the bourgeoisie, 
by being relegated to the lowest level of the judicial hierarchy, 
appearing before a justice of the peace who officiated closest to 
the people-all signs that reinforced the frontier between two 
social worlds. 

Yet neither world was homogeneous. Historians have concen-
trated on the major social contrasts; they have paid less attention 
to the more subtle distinctions that help us to understand the dif-
ferent facets of social inequality as they evolved. Local customs 
that were compatible with the condition of some were a source of 
difficulty for others, but the border between what was tolerable 
and what intolerable was a shifting one and did not always coin-
cide with the major social cleavages. This was the case with the 
custom that insisted on rent for domestic accommodation being 
paid quarterly, with nothing in advance, the furniture serving as 
security. Contemporaries saw this as the reason for the widespread 
acrimony directed at landlords: 
Paid only four times yearly, [rent] has the fault of representing a com-
paratively substantial sum each time: it has the further fault of being, at 
the moment when it is paid, the price of something enjoyed in the past; 
consequently, one pays it with reluctance, regretting that one is giving so 
much, all at once, to a single individual. 18 

However, this method of payment appears to have suited those 
who enjoyed incomes that, if not large, were at least regular 
enough to set aside a portion for the rent each quarter day, people 

17 The exemption granted in Paris concerned the personal property contribution, 
the rate of which varied with the amount of rent, and the fixed-rate tax for removal of 
household waste. 

18 Victor Bellet, Les Propriitaires et ks loyers a Paris (Paris, 1857), 51. 
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like civil servants or public-sector workers who had the advantage 
of being paid monthly. They would not pay 'in desolation' or even 
grudgingly except when the rent went up, forcing them to sacri-
fice any surplus or move into a smaller dwelling. 19 There was a 
recurrent problem, on the other hand, for those with irregular 
incomes. The majority of workers were in this position. Whether 
they were on piecework or paid by the day, their incomes were 
rarely fixed and were always paid more frequently than monthly. 
Nevertheless, the kind of budget management that made it pos-
sible to meet such a quarterly outlay was not unknown among 
workers, who were accustomed to short-term methods of saving.20 

A greater obstacle was the frequency of interruptions to employ-
ment. A clandestine move then became inevitable-the 'moon-
light flit'-to avoid rent day and seizure, or following eviction. 

If the landlord was 'hated' in working-class circles, it was mostly 
because of his intransigence in collecting the rent, which the pre-
cariousness of resources made intolerable. Every rent increase 
made him a 'vulture', a popular nickname coined in 1806 but still 
current a century later.21 It is significant in this connection that 
complaints by workers--collected, admittedly, in periods of crisis 
(1867, 1884)-rarely concerned the method of payment of rent. 
Only employers stressed the inconvenience of that, while at the 
same time insisting for their part, too, that rents in Paris were too 
expensive, periodically emptying the pockets of the workers. 22 

At least the workers only paid for their housing retrospectively: 
the system was generally regarded as fair, and it was one they 
demanded for their workshops. Thus home-workers joined 
wealthy tradesmen in calling for the abolition of rent paid in 
advance without interest, pointing out that the fruit of their 
labours was collected only on delivery of the finished product. 23 

19 Luchet, Les MIBUrs a,,gourd'hui, 146--7. 
20 Alain Cottereau, 'Prevoyance des uns, imprevoyance des autres: Questions sur les 

cultures ouvrieres face awe principes de !'assurance mutuelle au XIX' siecle', Prevenir, 9 
(May 1984), 57-68. 

21 Michelle Perrot, 'Les Ouvriers, !'habitat et la ville au XIX' siecle', in La Question du 
logement et le mouvement ouvrier .franyais (Paris, 1981), 21----2. 

22 The complaints of workers are reported by Gaillard, Paris, la ville, 128-g, for 1867 and 
by Perrot, 'Les Ouvriers, !'habitat et la ville au XIX' siecle', 28---9, for 1884. On the opinion 
of industrialists, see Denis Poulot, Le Sublime ou le travail/eur comme il est en 1870 et ce qu'il peut 
etre [1872], new edn., introd. Alain Cottereau (Paris, 198o), 146--7. 

23 This demand was put forward by the tabletiers (makers of fancy articles of ebony, ivory, 
bone, etc. and inlaid ware) in 1867. See Gaillard, Paris, la ville, 129. 
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For most tenants and landlords of domestic accommodation, 
therefore, the amount of the rent rather than the method of 
payment was the bone of contention. For everyone, however, the 
importance of the amount of rent they paid depended on their 
social condition as much as on their plans for the future. A few 
hypotheses will now be outlined. The works of Adeline Daumard 
have demonstrated that the ownership of property among bour-
geois circles grew during the nineteenth century, both as a source 
of enrichment and as a way of consolidating positions achieved. 
This increase is confirmed by an analysis of the distribution of 
such property in 1897. Ninety-five per cent of all owners of build-
ings were private individuals. Of these, 2.8 per cent owned more 
than four buildings, and only 0.2 per cent more than ten. The 
average was close to two buildings per individual. 24 This large 
number of owners of one or two buildings did not, of course, con-
stitute a homogeneous category. The income from their property 
varied according to the quality of the building and how it had 
been acquired, and its place in the resources of each individual 
depended on his social position. 

From the Second Empire onwards, many new buildings located 
in the centre or west of Paris guaranteed well-to-do landlords-
merchants and industrialists, professionals, civil servants, and 
high-level employees-tenants with sufficient income and social 
status for the risk of non-payment to have been very small. If 
vacancies were more numerous in such properties than in popu-
lar tenements, they tended to be brief and infrequent. 25 Rent 
increases, which might be steep outside periods of crisis, enriched 
such landlords, especially when they had inherited their prop-
erty or purchased it with profits from their businesses. 26 Tolerated 
by tenants who had consolidated their bourgeois status, such 
increases were borne less well by those who had not yet succeeded 
in doing so, possibly leading to difficulties that might force them 
into moving. The uncertainty surrounding most middle-class pro-
fessionals in the second half of the century, many of whom never 
progressed beyond mediocre positions, probably accounts for the 

24 Choko, 'Investment or Family Home?' 
25 After the middle of the century, there were only three periods when vacancies in 

'bourgeois' apartment buildings increased: 1884-6, 1892-6, and 1902-5. See Topalov, Le 
Logement en France, 123-'7. 

26 Adeline Daumard, Les Bourgeois et la bourgeoisie en France depuis I8I5 (Paris, 1991), 201-g. 
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fairly high level of residential mobility among them.27 It is con-
ceivable that, apart from moves connected with increasing family 
size, moving house was related to social trajectory: success as 
well as failure are reflected in the kind of dwelling a person lives 
in, and the former derends on it if success requires joining an 
elevated social milieu. 2 

However, proprietors of buildings were not always wealthy. 
According to Adeline Daumard, in 1875-80 'the added arrondisse-
ments had taken over from old Paris, and it was only there that the 
less well-off bourgeoisie could continue to have access to prop-
erty'. 29 On the outskirts of Paris and especially in the working-
class districts to the east, big property owners certainly existed-in 
1897, the second biggest in order of size of holding owned thirty-
nine buildings in the twentieth and twelfth arrondissements. 30 But the 
ordinary property owners were artisans and shopkeepers, employ-
ees or lower-income professionals, widows of modest independent 
means, or retired businesspeople, each owning one or two apart-
ment houses of little value which were let to the many workers, 
small shopkeepers, and employees who lived in these districts. This 
stock of buildings, consisting in the main of one- or two-roomed 
apartments without any conveniences, tended to become more 
diverse towards the end of the century as a result of town-
planning operations extending to the east of Paris. More expen-
sive dwellings appeared, and there were fewer less expensive ones, 
a development that led to a general increase in rents.31 

At between 200 francs (the highest rent for a pauper in 1869) 
and 600 francs, sometimes more, the rent for such dwellings was 
a real stake for landlords and tenants alike. In many cases, land-
lords were able to own buildings only by going into debt. Artisans 
and shopkeepers took out a mortgage: the operation was success-
ful only if business was otherwise good and the rents guaranteed 
more than the repayments. 32 For such landlords the real risk was 
outstanding rent payments. These particularly threatened the 
small landlord's lifestyle if his property was his only source of 

27 Ibid. 110. 
28 Christophe Charle, Histoire sociale de la France au XIX siecle (Paris, 1991), 180-227, and 

Jean-Luc Pinol, Les Mobilites dans la grande ville: Lyon fin XIX'-dibut XX siecle (Paris, 1991). 
29 Daumard, Maisons de Paris, 241. 
3° Choko, 'Investment or Family Home?' 
31 Topalov, Le Logement en France, 128-g4. 
32 Daumard, Les Bourgeois de Paris au XIX' siecle, 272--3. 
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income. For tenants, rent increases could present a twofold 
problem. By absorbing a growing proportion of their budgets, a 
rent increase might force tenants to cut back on essentials or, 
worse, go into debt, thus destroying their chances of improving 
their condition in the short or medium term. 33 But a high cost of 
living might also deny a tenant access to accommodation suitable 
for the needs of a growing family, and become an obstacle to 
the tenant going about his business when this was associated with 
the district. It is known that at the turn of the century workers 
had to leave Paris to have larger dwellings, though it was 'with 
great reluctance' that they made for the suburbs, so great was 
their attachment to the city.34 Home-workers, particularly women 
employed by the Paris fashion industry, preferred to live in over-
crowded conditions in dilapidated housing rather than live away 
from the centre under the Second Empire. Later, when they were 
pushed out of the centre, they were reluctant to leave the outly-
ing arrondissements. The tailor/ dressmaker and the small shop-
keeper, whose clientele was in the city, were obliged to put up with 
rent increases for the same reasons: reduced margins and possible 
seizure of goods as a result of non-payment of rent ruined any 
hope of emerging from the condition of wage-earner. 35 

Thus a conflict of interests between landlords and tenants 
existed both in working-class tenements and in bourgeois apart-
ment buildings. In both cases, the question of rent was a bone of 
contention whenever it reduced people's chances of social success 
or social mobility. However, while the occupants of tenements 
risked being plunged deeper into poverty, the residents of bour-
geois apartment buildings merely stood to have their average 
standard of living reduced. This inequality was enhanced by 
the inequality of access to housing and its use. The constraints 
imposed by landlords and the 'abuses' perpetrated by them and 
their concierges nourished a swelling stream of pamphlets in the 
nineteenth century that reinforced the idea of a shared 'agony' of 
tenants in Paris. It is true that, on applying to rent, most tenants 

33 See Perrot, 'Les Ouvriers, !'habitat et la ville au XIX< siecle', and on employees 
Charle, Histoire sociak de ID. France au XIX' siecle, 187-g3. 

34 On the reluctance of workers to move to the suburbs, see Alain Faure (ed.), Les pre-
miers banlieusards: Aux origines des banlieues de Paris, 1860-1940 (Paris, 1991); on the subject of 
attachment to the city, see Perrot, 'Les Ouvriers, !'habitat et la ville au XIX< siecle'. 

35 On this instability, see Heinz-Gerhard Haupt and Philippe Vigier (eds.}, 'L'Atelier et 
la boutique', Le Mouvement social, 108 ijuly-Sept. 1979). 
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placed themselves in the power of a landlord who checked 
the value of their furniture, enquired into the stability of 
their employment and the standard of their morals, and in the 
1880s refused children and dogs.36 Custom also required that the 
arrangement be sealed by payment of a denier a Dieu (a 'shilling 
for God') to the 'porter' of the bourgeois apartment building or 
the 'concierge' of the popular tenement, with the landlord occa-
sionally demanding (illegally, in the case of residential accommo-
dation) a quarter's rent in advance. Once installed, every tenant 
was policed by the concierge-responsible, it is true, for the secu-
rity of the building.37 Tenants were at the mercy of the concierge's 
indiscretions, and could suffer harassment. Finally, no one was 
spared the risk of arbitrary eviction, however much notice was 
given. 

Such practices could undoubtedly poison the existence of the 
bourgeois tenant, who nevertheless was not without recourse, 
particularly against the concierge. 38 But these practices became 
increasingly harsh towards the other end of the social scale, 
prompting more vigorous, even violent reactions. For example, 
where children were refused, it was usually working-class families 
that were affected, because they tended to be larger: the collec-
tive complaint of workers in this connection, in 1867 as well as in 
the early 1880s, expressed a level of individual exasperation that 
is documented by accounts in the press. 39 In a generally tight 
market, outrages against poor tenants tended to be the rule, such 
as excessive demands as regards the denier a Dieu, offensive distrust, 
and indiscreet investigation of the resources of the applicant 
for accommodation. District networks of familiarity no doubt 
enabled some to avoid this, but local solidarities left 'strangers' 
without protection. Once a place had been rented, daily surveil-
lance and calls to order poisoned relations between a landlord 
who, whether he collected the rent himself or through his 
concierge, was often, in the anxious run-up to each rent day, to 

36 Georges Piart, ucataires et proprietaires: Elude sociale sur les abus de la propriete a l'igard de 
la location (Paris, 1882). 

37 Etude parisienne: us Concierges d!fendus par un concierge. 1jpes de locataires (Paris, 1890). 
38 A large body of case law from the Seine tribunal and the justices of the peace of the 

Seine departement since the beginning of the 19th century defines the obligations of porters. 
See Delanoue, Guide-manuel, 126-7. 

39 On the subject of joint complaints, see Gaillard, Paris, la ville, 128-g; acts of violence 
reported in the press are cited by Piart, UJCataires et propriitaires, g-13. 
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be found on the premises,40 and a tenant jealously guarding the 
remnant of freedom he still had, and which had to be vigorously 
defended at work. This was probably one of the most potent 
sources of conflict in working-class tenements: the relationship 
of dominance that became established there was particularly 
tense because it recalled the situation at work, it was coupled with 
physical proximity, and, the landlord being in many cases a land-
laqy, it reversed the hierarchical positions normally occupied 
by the sexes.41 

Faced with abuses of power on the part of the landlord and the 
concierge, poor tenants only exceptionally resorted to legal action. 
The judge would intervene where there was a serious dispute, 
whether verbal or physical, at the invitation of the landlord, who 
was invariably the victim. He was often in the position of plain-
tiff, whether for eviction or seizure. Such humiliating proceedings, 
however, were usually not taken against bourgeois tenants. The 
response of working-class tenants in such a situation was usually 
flight or collective defence. In the early part of the twentieth 
century, such defence tended to be put up by organizations which 
first came into being during the cost-of-living crisis of 1910-II, 
and were then revived between 1914 and 1918. During the First 
World War relations between tenants and landlords were medi-
ated by their respective organizations and the role of the courts 
changed as a result of the advent of government intervention. 

Collecti.ve movements and emergence of 
legislati.on governing rents 

For the working classes of Paris, 1905 marked the beginning of a 
period of crisis: a rise in the cost of living which reduced the pur-
chasing power of wages between 1905 and 1913, tension in the 

4-0 In 1897, the poorest quarters of east Paris shared with the wealthy western quarters 
the highest proportions of landlords living in the building they owned-in the former case, 
a tenement; in the latter, a private house. See Choko, 'Investment or Family Home?' 

41 The highest proportions of widows living in the buildings they owned were found in 
the working-class districts of east and south Paris (ibid.). Sampling of the official records 
for the years 1914-18 tends to show that, in these districts as well as in the working-class 
communities in the suburbs, 'disturbances' and 'insults' directed against a residc;nt 
proprietor often concerned a woman. Notable examples are the cases brought before the 
magistrates in Saint-Ouen in 1914 (Archives de Seine-Saint-Denis, Saint-Ouen 4 U8) 
and in the eleventh arrondissement (Archives de Paris, D 8 U1, 104). 
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market for rented accommodation reflected in a drop in the 
number of vacancies, and a particularly sharp increase in rents in 
1911 as a result of the re-evaluation carried out by property owners 
following the decennial tax investigation into rental values. It was 
during this period that the proportion of working-class household 
budgets devoted to rent, higher in Paris than elsewhere during the 
nineteenth century, reached a peak of 24 per cent, according to 
the French Department of National Statistics.42 

The disturbances provoked by the price explosion of 1910-u 
were about more than simply rents.43 However, rents did form the 
target of a specific movement of protest and collective defence 
reminiscent of, but also different from, the demonstrations trig-
gered by the rent increases of 1881-4. Noisy gatherings attempt-
ing to prevent evictions, street processions by families with large 
numbers of children in search of somewhere to live, but also tem-
porary lodgings in apartment buildings provided by philanthropic 
members of the bourgeoisie: such images, as exposed by the press, 
bear witness not only to working-class agitation but also to its 
new legitimacy. Another novelty was the setting up of a Tenants' 
Union, which in 1912 boasted 3,500 members and was well estab-
lished in the more working-class districts of Paris and its suburbs. 
Inspired by libertarians but also from now on by revolutionary 
syndicalists, it restored the old socialist demand of a government 
'tax on rents' to the political agenda, and accompanied the fight 
against evictions every inch of the way with catchphrases drawn 
directly from popular fears: workers' furniture should not be liable 
to seizure, the outlawing of verbal notice to quit, and guarantees 
for large families. 44 

The government made no direct response to these movements, 
and they received little support from the Socialist opposition, 
which was busy getting a law through Parliament to authorize 
the municipal construction of low-cost housing. The passage of 
this piece of social legislation on 23 December 1912 seems to have 
been favoured by the economic crisis, whereas neither the CGT 

42 On the general cost-of-living crisis, see Michelle Perrot, 'Les Classes populaires 
urbaines', in Fernand Braudel and Ernest Labrousse (eds.), Histoire economique et sociale de la 
France (Paris, 1979), iv. 490-501. 

43 Jean-Marie Flonneau, 'La Crise de vie chere et Jes syndicats, 1910-1914', Le Mouve-
ment soda~ 72 (July-Oct. 1970), 58-76. 

44 Perrot, 'Les Ouvriers, !'habitat et la ville au XIX0 siecle', 24-s; Magri, 'Le Mouve-
ment des locataires a Paris', 57, 59, 64 
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( Corifederation Generate du Travai~ nor the Tenants' Union, which dis-
appeared by 1913, mobilized on this front. Historians have shown 
that this lack of interest does not reflect any indifference on the 
part of members of the working class to comfortable living con-
ditions. The desire for a decent place to live, which the better-off 
among them now defined as a suburb offering the healthiness of 
the countryside and already inhabited by the middle classes, went 
hand in hand with a demand for independence guaranteed by 
self-governing co-operatives without philanthropic patronage. 
In other words, rented low-cost housing units, whether built 
by private individuals or local authorities, with their barrack-like 
appearance and strict rules, presented little attraction. 45 

The situation changed with the First World War, when gov-
ernment intervened in tenancy relations right from the outbreak 
of hostilities. As in 1870, it authorized the suspension of payment 
of rents, the measure forming part of a general moratorium intro-
duced in August 1914 to cover all commercial exchanges. The 
initial consensus regarding the measure broke down as soon as the 
German advance had been contained, but the compulsory mora-
torium was retained for men on active service as well as for 'small' 
tenants in accommodation for which the rent was below 600 
francs (77 per cent of households in Paris and 84 per cent in the 
suburbs in 1915), and shops or workshops where the rent was 
below 2,500 francs. As early as 1915, the large number of units 
involved raised the question of liquidation of the debt, and 
Parliament was asked to look at this. The trade unions, which 
favoured releasing tenants from their debts, argued about the cri-
teria, while the rapidly reconstituted Tenants' Union called for it 
for all with immediate effect, reviving the popular demand met 
earlier by the Commune. 46 Despite pressure from all sides, the gov-
ernment put off a final decision: it extended the moratorium for 
three months at a time until the end of hostilities, and did not ask 
the legislator to decide about liquidating the debt until 1918.47 This 
policy of procrastination was dictated by fear of tearing the social 

45 A. Faure, 'Paris, le peuple, la banlieue', in id. (ed.), Les premiers banlieusards, 103--220; 
Magri, 'Le Mouvement des locataires a Paris', 66, 72-3. 

46 The precise chronology of the measures passed by the Republican Assembly and the 
Commune is found in Gu errand, Les Origines du. logement social en France, 183--2m. 

47 I analyse this policy in detail, comparing it with that of the British and German 
governments, in S. Magri, 'Housing', in Jay Wmter and Jean-Louis Robert (eds.), Capital 
Cities at l#Jr: Paris, London, Berlin 1914-1919 (Cambridge, 1997), 374-418. 
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fabric, which had to be maintained for the purpose of waging war. 
The government received warning in 1915 of an increase in 
'antagonism between owners and landlords on the one hand and 
tenants on the other', 48 which was being used by the intransigent, 
Socialist-inspired Tenants' Union. Property owners, particularly 
the smaller ones, started organizing in November 1914 to demand 
a return to ordinary law. Failing to obtain this, they called for the 
abolition of the compulsory moratorium for small tenants not on 
active service, which would enable owners to question in court a 
tenant's inability to pay.49 But they carried too little weight, mea-
sured against the importance of what was at stake politically, and 
all they achieved was a moratorium on their own mortgage repay-
ments. The mass of small tenants, on the other hand, finally had 
an old grievance met in that they were allowed to retain their 
accommodation when it became temporarily impossible for them 
to pay the rent. However, the effects of the moratorium created 
highly unequal situations among tenants, occasionally blurring the 
usual lines of social cleavage. 

Above all, a fresh division now appeared between women and 
men. Women left on their own experienced a deterioration in their 
housing conditions. While protected by the moratorium, the 
widows of the employees, teachers, shopkeepers, and profession-
als who constituted a large proportion of the soldiers at the front 
nevertheless found themselves forced to move into cheaper 
accommodation by the sudden drop in their incomes. Women 
refugees from the occupied regions or women working for the war 
effort could afford only a hotel room or furnished accommoda-
tion on which, in a seller's market, landlords made sure they got 
a good return. 50 So far as men were concerned, the dividing lines 
were not necessarily between workers and tenants of higher social 
strata. Thus Parisian workers recalled to Paris in August 1915 to 
work in armaments factories were able to move back into their 

48 According to a 1915 report from the chief of the Paris police, cited by Jean:Jacques 
Becker, Les Franr;ais dans la Grande Guerre (Paris, 1980), 127. 

49 Archives Nationales, Ministry of Justice, BB 30 1536, 'Protestations'. 
50 The number of hotel rooms and hastily furnished rooms grew in the Paris urban 

region during the First World War. From 1916 the number of people living in them 
increased not only in industrial districts but also in lower-middle-class residential districts. 
See Magri, 'Housing'. Study of the press and sampling of the records of the Paris mag-
istrates' courts suggest that evictions of women with children from such accommodation 
were relatively frequent. 
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homes, while their provincial or foreign fellow-workers were con-
signed to furnished rooms or even army barracks. Still, as skilled 
workers drawing good wages, though the purchasing power of 
those wages declined as the war drew on, such men had no reason 
to envy the employees and civil servants who were sent to the front 
and whose families were not always able to retain the accommo-
dation they had occupied in 1914, or those who, posted to their 
offices, did not always benefit from the compulsory moratorium 
because of their fixed salaries, though these were little higher than 
the best workers' incomes.51 Making savings at the expense of the 
landlord, workers were all the more determined to obtain release 
from payment of their debt as such release was the only way in 
which, after the war, they would be able to retain the advantage 
gained. 

The Law of 9 March 1918 'concerning the modifications 
made to leases as a result of the state of war' only partially 
paved the way to a return to regularity. Above all, it corrected 
(at the expense of landlords) the most glaring wrongs resulting 
from the war by compulsorily releasing 'small' tenants who had 
been on active service and recipients of social security benefits 
from paying their debt. But it authorized landlords to claim what 
was due to them from all other beneficiaries of the morato-
rium. Thus owners were once again able to take proceed-
ings against recalcitrant tenants. Commissions of arbitration 
were set up for the purpose, modelled on those created by the 
Versailles Assembly in 1871. Consisting of two representatives of 
tenants and two of landlords selected from a list drawn up by 
the City Council, they were presided over by a justice of the 
peace, who had the casting vote. Such commissions were in op-
eration by July 1918, and a year later they had dealt with nearly 
220,000 cases for the city of Paris alone, representing 30 per cent 
of tenancy relations below 500 francs per annum. This reveals the 
scope of the conflict that had flared up again in the working-class 
milieu. The acuteness of that conflict is demonstrated by the fact 
that 'reconciliations' formed a minority in the final settlements 
arrived at by the commissions (43 per cent in 1918 and again in 
1919).52 

51 Magri, 'Housing'. 
52 Ibid. 
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Analysis of the tenants' movement in the key period 1918 to 
1920 shows the changes that the war wrought in this conflict. 
However, it cannot replace a study of direct confrontations before 
the commissions of arbitration, which would reveal at least the 
outcome of the judgments handed down.53 The scope of the 
movement is itself indicative of the determination of small 
tenants to stand up for themselves. The Tenants' Union in the 
Seine departementnumbered 46,000 members in 1918, increasing to 
70,000 in 1919, and local meetings in the predominantly working-
class arrondissements (eleventh, thirteenth, and eighteenth) were 
regularly attended by between 2,000 and 3,000 people. Women 
and families were the main protagonists in this collective defence, 
but the militants organizing local sections were recruited from the 
male world of direct-action syndicalism, particularly among the 
now unemployed war-industry workers whom landlords no doubt 
frequently summoned before the commissions of arbitration. 
Indeed, it was against these landlords that the militants directed 
their attentions, calling for a boycott and organizing resistance 
to the eviction of tenants who failed to fulfil the conditions of the 
sentences imposed on them. The figure of the 'rapacious' land-
lord aided and abetted by the courts reappeared, 'taxation' of 
rents returned to the agenda as an urgent political demand, and 
the Tenants' Union hounded the 'vultures' who attempted to 
impose rent increases. 54 However, the return of these slogans 
cannot obscure the reversal of positions of strength that had been 
brought about by the reorientation of government policy in this 
domain. 

Hardly indemnified by the Law of 9 March 1918, and in most 
cases deprived of their profits, landlords threatened rent increases 
and mass evictions even before peace was restored. In a period of 
extreme economic and social instability, the government opted for 
conservative measures: leases which had been extended since 1914 
were re-extended to October 1921; releases granted in March 1918 
were extended until April 1920; all rents were frozen by the Law 
of 23 October 1919 concerning 'illicit speculation'. Balance in 
the property market remaining out of reach, lease extension and 

53 Research undertaken at the Archives de Paris has not so far revealed the records of 
proceedings of these commissions, whereas those of the commissions of arbitration of 1871 
are preserved there. A more thorough search will therefore need to be made. 

54 Magri, 'Le Mouvement des locataires a Paris', 64-70. 
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rent control were continued in stages throughout the 1920s and, 
ultimately, throughout the entire inter-war period. This policy 
reversed the relations that landlords and tenants had had with the 
courts: the law tied the hands of the landlords while tenants were 
now able to appeal to the judge to have the law upheld. As a result, 
the nature of popular demands was transformed. A 'secure home' 
was now claimed as a right, and any increase in the rent was 
resisted as illegitimate, unless warranted by repairs and renova-
tions. Eventually, even having the local authority build rented 
accommodation was accepted as an essential weapon in the fight 
against housing shortages. Tenants' relations with the law were 
also changed by the way in which government policy was imple-
mented. A complex body of regulations, obscure to the layman 
and including a reduction in the number of categories of premises 
to which the law applied, involved frequent recourse to the courts: 
it led to a familiarization with the language and nuances of the 
law hitherto unknown in working-class circles. It completely trans-
formed the function of the Tenants' Union, whose role as legal 
adviser and interpreter of the legislation grew, enhancing its 
standing in working-class districts. 55 

Conclusion 

In preparing the ground for an analysis of relations between 
landlords and tenants in the nineteenth century, this essay has 
attempted to show how important it is to look more closely at the 
unequal relationship in which these two parties stood to the law, 
and at the authorities responsible for making and implementing 
it. This essay has drawn attention to the fact that the social effects 
of a law are revealed not only in the change in material condi-
tions that it brings about, but also in the change in the rights that 
the agents whom it affects perceive and assert in dealings with the 
legal authorities, for it is very largely through this medium that 
the material changes themselves come about. 

In the process, two points of method have been implicitly 
touched upon. On the one hand, to grasp what is at stake in the 

55 Magri, 'Le Mouvement des locataires a Paris'. 
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tenancy relationship involves more than simply analysing protest 
movements. Historiography has already shown that protests and 
the mobilization to which they give rise make sense only in the 
light of the arrangements and practices peculiar to the group con-
cerned. Thus it is essential to grasp the internal diversity of the 
working class in terms of origin, occupation, spatial stability, 
and individual and family way of life if we are to understand the 
meaning of demands in which these elements are usually articu-
lated. 56 However, one aspect is often overlooked. If 'the character 
of the working class' is to be, as Jacques Ranciere puts it, 'in per-
manent transition',57 the analysis must take account of the trajec-
tories that may be traced within it. Protest, whether individual or 
collective, is never the expression of a demand determined solely 
by the present situation; it is also determined by a plan reaching 
into possible futures. This is, of course, true of all the groups that 
face one another in the social relationship under investigation. 
There is a lack, in France, of studies of landlords considered both 
as a composite social group and as an organized group asserting 
its interests over against tenants. 

On the other hand, to understand the social reality of the rela-
tionship between landlords and tenants, even in terms of just one 
of its sociological aspects, involves looking at the variations of that 
relationship throughout the social hierarchy. The relationships 
that form within working-class tenements make sense only when 
compared with the relations governing transactions in the nearby 
apartment buildings of the lower middle class, and the more or 
less distant ones inhabited by the affiuent classes. This kind of 
comparative analysis will bring out clearly the social inequality 
that, as we have seen, is implicit in the very norms governing the 
property transactions. But by outlining the social space of the 
positions occupied by landlords and tenants in their interrela-
tionship we can become aware not only of the inequalities implicit 
in that interrelationship at any one time, but also of the dynam-
ics of the practices that cause it to evolve. For example, working-
class practices to avoid the constraints of renting are certainly 
consistent with the particular way of life of that social group; 

56 This avenue was opened up in France by Perrot, Les Ouvriers en greve. 
57 Jacques Ranciere, La Nuit des proletaires (Paris, 1981), 40. 
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nevertheless, they cannot be dissociated from ideas of alternatives, 
particularly when owner-occupation becomes widespread in the 
closest social milieux. Many other examples could be taken. They 
would no doubt show how useful it can be to study the tenancy 
relation as one of the interrelationships that govern the differen-
tiated uses made of the city. 




